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QUESTION 1

A mission critical SQL server application that resides in a three-tier HDT pool is showing response time spikes that may
be related to I/O activity. 

Which three Hitachi Tuning Manager reports would you use to determine the problem? (Choose three.) 

A. IOPS by dataset. 

B. IOPS by V-Vol 

C. IOPS by pool 

D. IOPS by tier 

E. IOPS by parity group 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer is considering buying a new VSP Midrange system with iSCSI front-ends. The system will be used to
support existing Oracle databases and a new MS Exchange mail system. The existing customer\\'s LAN has enough
resources to handle the iSCSI traffic. They have provided the required storage for Oracle and MS Exchange. 

What I/O profile information is required to size the VSP system in this scenario? (Choose two.) 

A. transactions per second collected from the Oracle databases 

B. the planned amount of MS Exchange mailboxes and IOPS per user 

C. the planned amount of e-mails per second the MS Exchange system will send and receive 

D. IOPS and R/W ratio collected from the Oracle databases 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 3

You are deploying an external storage system and its connection to a VSP G1000. The VSP G1000 has four external
pools. You must ensure balanced utilization of the external storage system parity groups within each pool. 

What would you do to satisfy this requirement? 

A. Use only one external volume per external parity group with the default UVM queue depth. 

B. Slice each external parity group to provide a pool volume for each pool. 

C. Ensure that volumes from a parity group in an external system are exclusively associated with the same external
parity group in the storage system connected to the host. 
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D. Provide eight paths for each volume presented by the external storage system to the storage system connected to
the host. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

You are troubleshooting a potential marginal link in a SAN fabric that you believe is causing a performance problem. 

To troubleshoot this problem, which two actions will allow you to view the detailed port statistics? (Choose two.) 

A. Use the vendor\\'s GUI. 

B. Use the appropriate host command(s). 

C. Use the appropriate switch command(s). 

D. Use SVP Performance Monitor. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 5

What are two appropriate criteria for evaluating a batch job performance? (Choose two.) 

A. elapsed time and/or throughput (MBs, IOPS) 

B. storage response time 

C. customer requirements 

D. host initiators utilization 

Correct Answer: AB 
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